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De novo reference-based read correction
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*Corresponding author: antoine.limasset@gmail.com

1. Introduction
Molecular biology is a fast changing field. Sanger, the short reads from the Second
Generation Sequencing technologies (SGS) and now the long noisy reads of the Third
Generation Sequencing (TGS) were made accessible in less than two decades. Those
yet very different technologies have in common the presence of stochastic errors. The
idea of read correction is to make use of the redundancy available in a given dataset
to reduce the amount of those errors. From an assembly point of view the error
correction step is crucial and is the first step on most assembly workflows [1, 2] is
to handle errors in order to produce correct sequences. In de Bruijn graphs higher
size of k-mer can be used, that can lead to a more contiguous assembly. Longs
reads technologies from TGS have to potential to surpass or improve the assemblies
obtained from short reads, since they are order of magnitude longer and therefore
less sensible to repeats. Yet we have reasons to think that SGS use is not a door to
close in the next decade. Firstly they represent the cheapest and most broad access
to genomic information.Secondly SGS also benefit from new advents. Chromosomal
capture [3] or Chromium 10X [4] are able to provide pairs of reads that come from
a single DNA fragment up to hundred of thousands base pairs. Thirdly SGS are
also used in the long read context in order to compensate the high error rate and
the systematic errors, therefore they are employed to complement recent assembly
approaches. The k-mer spectrum correction principle is most the widely used and is
plain simple. In a first phase set of abundant k-mer called ”solid” is selected. They
are very likely to be genomic, as k-mers resulting from sequencing errors are expected
to be rare. In a second phase ”weak”(not solid) k-mers are searched in the reads,
and weak k-mer are replaced with solid ones in a parsimonious way.

2. Method
We propose here a new method for read correction that make use a de Bruijn graph
as a reference to correct a read set. We argue that using the graph structure allows
a better correction than relying only on a set of solid k-mer. Our workflow called
Bcool is constituted of four steps: 1) We analyse the kmer-spectrum of the reads set
to select an appropriate value of k (tool Ntcard [5]). 2) We construct the a Bruijn
graph from the read set (tool Bcalm2 [6]). 3)We construct the a Bruijn graph from
the read set and we perform several cleaning step according to the graph structure
instead of relying only a k-mer abundance (tool Btrim) 4)Then we map the erroneous
reads on the clean graph and use the graph nucleotides instead of the reads ones in
case of mismatches. The rationale is that we consider the graph nucleotides more
trustworthy (tool Bgreat2 [7]).
1
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Corrector
Bloocoo
Lighter
Bcool

Sensitivity
89.649
84.969
98.415

Specificity
99.956
99.973
99.998

Correction ratio
6.789
5.65
56.80

% Erroneous reads
16.810
19.639
1.718

Figure 1. Full human simulated 250bp read with 1% error rate and 100X coverage

We identify four weakness of the k-mer spectrum techniques and explain how our
proposition can tackle those problems.

3. Results
We evaluated our workflow Bcool against state of the art correctors on simulated data
from C. elegans, the human first chromosome with and without individual variants
and on full human genome.
We also assessed the impact of different correction on the assembly step. We
performed several assemblies with Minia with varying k value and kept the best
assembly obtained from each corrector.

4. Discussion and perspective
Several points can be discussed from the results of such technique. First it would be
interesting to study the behavior of standard k-mer spectrum techniques with large
k, that could lead to dramatically improved results, especially on large genomes.
Second we could discuss the impact of the availability of almost perfect reads either in
short reads assembly but also in a long reads context. Thirdly the kind of technique
proposed in Bcool was interestingly first applied on long reads in a hybrid context.
The de Bruijn graph as a reference paradigm seems to work well and could contradict
the predicted death of the de Bruijn graph in Bioinformatics and is yet to be fully
exploited in short reads, hybrid or long reads contexts.

Corrector
Raw
Bloocoo
Lighter
Bcool

kmer size
111
141
131
181

N50
8,855
58,067
48,378
92,057

N90
250
9,626
8,074
15,307

Figure 2. Best assembly result on full human simulated 250bp read with 1% error

rate and 50X coverage
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Abstract
We give a short résumé over our recently published work concerning algorithms that compute genome scaffolds, that is, orientation and order of contigs
produced by assembly software. We compare heuristic, approximation, parameterized and ILP-based algorithms.

Sequencing technologies have evolved in recent years, but the volume of sequenced
data remains largely due to NGS, which produces data very easily and at reasonable
cost, while still being relatively error-resistant. We take a closer algorithmic look at
the genome scaffolding step in the genome reconstruction pipeline using NGS data.
This step occurs when the produced reads have been assembled into (sometimes
thousands of) contigs of variable size. Indeed, the trend is to publish draft genomes,
appearing as huge collections of unrelated contigs. As fragmentation of genomes
makes them difficult to use in comparative genomics, our goal is to propose advances
towards completing available but fragmented, and newly sequenced genomes. The
task performed by the scaffolding step is to determine how to place contigs on the
genome, that is, to order and orient them with respect to each other. This is done
using external data such as pairing information for a paired-end read library. However,
the relations extracted from this information may be inconsistent. In our algorithms,
we use a model introduced by Huson et al. [1], which is based on finding special paths
(or cycles, in case of circular chromosomes) in an auxiliary graph called the “scaffold
graph”. Typically, this graph may be obtained by the classical combination of the
mapping of paired-end reads on de novo contigs, together with the merge of relevant
inter-contigs pairs. However, our formulation is not limited to this aspect, and may
also consider other sources of information. Our results range from heuristics [2] and
approximation algorithms [3] over parameterized algorithms [4] to ILP formulations.
One of the big selling points of our model is its versatility, allowing adaptation
towards realistic modelling. In particular, it can deal with contig repetition and
so-called contig-jumps, that is, fitting of small contigs in gaps between read-pairs.
While there is a plathora of approaches to the scaffolding problem available [5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11], none of them allows repeating entire contigs in the solution and,
thus, long repeated regions are likely to be missed by these approaches. We are only
aware of one method [12] that takes repeated contigs into account, by multiplying
the concerned contigs. This, however, may lead to a combinatorial explosion, making
instances of thousands of contigs intractable to deal with. A survey on recent methods
is available in [13].
1
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Abstract
Nous proposons une méthodologie de regroupement de séquences ADN pour l’analyse
métagénomique d’un milieu environnemental. Sur la base d’un grand ensemble de
séquences ADN issues chacune du génome d’une espèce en présence (bactérie, microbe,
etc.) non connue, l’objectif est de regrouper les séquences issues d’une même espèce.
Les défis posés par le binning sans assemblage sont multiples : (1) le nombre de reads
à regrouper peut être très grand ; (2) les différences entre espèces sont très minces et
d’autant plus difficiles à retrouver par le seul profil compositionnel ; (3) les reads
sont sujets aux erreurs de séquançage, pallié en partie par le profil compositionnel,
mais d’avantage par la répétition du séquençage ce qui accroı̂t la volumétrie ; (4)
les espèces en présence sont d’abondances variées. L’approche ProxiClust proposée
est fondée sur un couplage entre la construction d’un graphe de proximité entre
séquences (fondée sur leur représentation compositionnelle en tetra-nucléotide) et
le clustering de ce graphe. Nous évaluons notre méthodologie relativement à des
approches classiques ou récentes [1][2], pour toute une famille de graphes de proximité
et plusieurs algorithmes de clustering de graphes et discutons des compromis relatifs
aux propriétés mesurées du graphe pour ce cadre applicatif.
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Abstract
Nous proposons dans cette étude de synthétiser plusieurs approches LSH développées
depuis l’approche SimHash [1] et discuter de leur mise en pratique dans le contexte
de l’indexation de séquences ADN (représentées par leur profil compositionnel)
en métagénomique. L’objectif de l’indexation est de hasher des séquences ADN
proches avec le même code de sorte à indexer identiquement des séquences issues
potentiellement d’une même espèce (bactérie, microbe, etc.). La finalité est de
disposer d’une structure de données permettant d’accélérer les tâches suivantes
d’analyse telles que la construction de graphes de proximité entre séquences ou
le binning des séquences à partir de bonnes approximations. Quelques approches
récentes exploitent ce mécanisme en tant qu’étape préalable au binning basé sur
les plus proches voisins partagés [2]. Le schéma de base que nous proposons de
reparcourir (SimHash) est basé sur la binarisation d’une projection aléatoire des
données X ∈ Rn×p représentant n reads décrits par un profil compositionnel de
dimension p formulée par :
Y = XGT ; G ∈ Rb×p , G ∼ Np (0, I)

(1)

Des travaux plus récents visent à améliorer ce schéma en proposant de réduire la
complexité de l’échantillonage de G ou du calcul de la projection XGT en introduisant
de la structure dans le projecteur aléatoire, ou bien changer la méthode de binarisation
de Y . Produisant un partitionnement des données, le hashing peut également être
vue comme un premier binning et analysé comme tel. Les différents schémas de
hashing étudiés sont évalués par leur aptitude à approcher un graphe de proximité
tel que le graphe des k plus proches voisins entre reads, et leur aptitude à regrouper
le mieux possible les séquences relativement à leur classe.
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Abstract
Gene trees and species trees can be discordant due to several biological processes.
In this talk I will review and present applications for standard models of gene
tree-species tree reconciliation (the DL and DTL models) that take into account
macro-evolutionary events at the gene level such as duplications, losses and transfers
of genes. I will also introduce two recent reconciliation models: (1) a unified formal
IDTL reconciliation model, including the above mentioned processes and taking
incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) in the species tree into account, and (2) a DTL
model in which the species phylogeny is a network rather than a tree.
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Abstract
As the cost of DNA sequencing decreases, the high throughput sequencing technologies
become more and more accessible to many laboratories. Consequently, new issues emerge
that require new algorithms including tools for indexing and compressing thousands of
genomes, as for example the 3000 rice genomes project [1], for which we are particularly
interested in.
Genomes can be considered as very large texts on a simple alphabet Σ = {A, C, G, T }, We can
refer to indexable dictionary problem which consists in storing a set S ⊆ {0, . . . , i, . . . , m − 1}
of an universe U = n. B(n) where B[i] = 1 ⇐⇒ i ∈ S. The indexable dictionary problem
support two additionnal operations ranks (i) and selects (i) for s ∈ {0, 1}. The function
ranks (i) returns the number of elements (s) up to i and selects (i) returns the position of
the ith occurence of s.
The indexation of complete genomes is an important stage in the exploration and
understanding of data from living organisms. An efficient index should provide a quick
answer to the following questions:
– How many times a given pattern does appear in the genome?
– What are the positions of a given pattern?
– What is the pattern length at the ith position in the genome?
The common way to structure index and compress one genome is to use the BurrowsWheeler Transform (BWT) [2] with the FM-index [3] on BWT sequences for requests. If you
want to index several genomes with one reference genome you may use MuGI [4]. To build
MuGI index they store the reference in compact form (4 bits to encode single char), a variant
database, one bit vector for each variant and an array kM A keeping information about each
k-mers. This is a really interesting approach but it needs to have a reference genome.
We present a structure which proposes a solution to index and compress very repetitive
sequences over small alphabet in texts using k-mers. k-mers are factors of length k in the
considered sequences. We built a 4k1 array, where k1 < k, and each entry, namely an array,
is indexed by a prefix of size k1 of existing k-mers. In each prefix array we insert a 4k2 bit
vector which represents all possible k-mers begining with the considered prefix.
We will use libGkArray [5] to query a large read collections and update our structure. We
chose libGkArray instead of JellyFish [6] and KMC (any versions) [7] in main memory.

1
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To build the index, we cut our genomes into k-mers, for each k-mer we split the k-mer
into prefix suffix of respective size k1 and k2 . We call the function kmer to int() which takes
a k-mer and returns its integer value. We then go into the prefix array P A[kmer to int(k1 )]
and we add k2 to our suffix array. We also add a 1 in the succint structure to Gi i ∈ n with
n the number of genomes as you can see at Fig.1. Given a n for the number of genomes
and N for all k-mers in the genome set, we can estimate the time and space complexity as
respectively O(N log(n)) and O(N × 2k2 log(n + N )). Our structure has to be efficient in
memory space and comuting time.

Figure 1. Representation of our structure for n genomes, a k-length = k, prefix length: k1

and a suffix length: k2 = s. We call #G the number of times we count a given suffix in all
genomes.
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Abstract
The problem of measuring the similarity between two strings arises in many areas
of computer science, such as computational molecular biology, natural language
processing, spelling correction, plagiarism detection or music information retrieval. A
common metric for it is the Levenshtein distance, also simply called the Edit Distance.
This distance is defined as the smallest number of substitution(s), insertion(s), and
deletion(s) of symbols required to transform one of the words into the other one.
In a previous work published in LATA 2016 [1], we investigated the basic problem
of the size of the neighborhood of a given string: given a pattern P and a maximal
number of modifications k, count the number of words whose Levenshtein distance to
P does not exceed k. For this purpose, an efficient algorithm, using the Deterministic
Universal Levenshtein Automaton (DULA) [2, 3], has been created.
At SeqBio2016[4], we presented the software ula hoop (https://github.com/
yoann-dufresne/ula), a program allowing the computation of the minimal DULA
for each k value. Since, we also implemented wordborhood, a program using DULAs
generated by ula hoop, to compute the number of neighbors of a given word list
(https://github.com/yoann-dufresne/wordborhood).
Beyond the computation of a word neighborhood, wordborhood allowed us to
explore the topology of of those neighborhoods for small k values. We generated all
the neighborhoods for words of a fixed size and for different values of k. These data
led us to see emerging patterns in the neighborhoods that will be presented during
the talk. For example, for a given word (of any size and for any alphabet) and k=1,
we can predict beforehand the number of different sizes of its neighbors.
We also used the software to track extremum and confirm our predictions on
which words generate them. During the presentation we will discuss the fact that
homopolymers seem to be the words generating the smallest neighborhoods and
that the tandem repetitions generate the biggest ones. We will expose a way to
compute the number of neighbors for homopolymers without the need of the DULA
automaton and the perspectives to do the same on other word structures.
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Abstract
Sorting and searching algorithms are based on comparisons between keys, and each
comparison between keys is usually given a unitary cost. The analysis of most of
classical algorithms (QuickSort, QuickSelect, etc.) is well-known in this case.
We now revisit these algorithms, when they operate on words which encode reals
(one convenient way for us model words). In this case, comparisons are performed
between the encoding words and the cost of such a comparison (in number of symbols)
depends on the coincidence of words (the length of their longest common prefix). We
have already performed this fine analysis, for many classical sorting and searching
algorithms [1, 2].
The present talk is focused on the dichotomic search algorithm Dicho.The classical
dichotomic search procedure deals with a sorted table V := (v0 , . . . , vN ) of keys (with
N = 2L ) and an input key x. It determines the interval [vi , vi+1 ] the key x belongs to.
The design of the algorithm is more transparent if one associates to the table V its
binary tree T of depth L. The following figure gives an example1 of a (dichotomic)
binary tree for L = 4, i.e., N = 16.
v8 → (v0 , v16 )

v4 → (v0 , v8 )

v2 → (v0 , v4 )

v1 → (v0 , v2 )

v3 → (v2 , v4 )

v12 → (v8 , v16 )

v6 → (v4 , v8 )

v5 → (v4 , v6 )

v10 → (v8 , v12 )

v7 → (v6 , v8 )

v9 → (v8 , v10 )

v11 → (v10 , v12 )

v14 → (v12 , v16 )

v13 → (v12 , v14 )

v15 → (v14 , v16 )

(v0 , v1 ) (v1 , v2 ) (v2 , v3 ) (v3 , v4 ) (v4 , v5 ) (v5 , v6 ) (v6 , v7 ) (v7 , v8 ) (v8 , v9 ) (v9 , v10 ) (v10 , v11 ) (v11 , v12 ) (v12 , v13 ) (v13 , v14 ) (v14 , v15 ) (v15 , v16 )

Then, for each input x, we follow a path in the tree T and perform comparisons
between x and the keys that are on this path. In particular this is why the dichotomic
search algorithm always performs L comparisons between keys.
We revisit the dichotomic search algorithm when keys are strings. We now want
to view each key as a string and analyse on average, in a probabilistic setting, the
1

Here the notation vp → (vg , vd ) means that the partition process splits the interval [vg , vd ] in
two subintervals [vg , vp ] and [vp , vd ] at point vp .
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number of comparisons on symbols when the size of V is large. The analysis Dicho
for strings is a preliminary step towards analysing in a random setting the well
known algorithm for searching in a table of strings [3]. This algorithm uses the full
knowledge of the longest common prefixes between strings (and is incidentally the
basis for efficient searching in suffix arrays).
First we have to define a probabilistic model for both the set V and for how the
strings are produced. We thus consider a dynamical system D, and we deal with the
encoding of reals v ∈ V in base D: each real number v is encoded via its expansion
D(v) in the system D. Moreover, the binary tree T associated with the dichotomic
process can also be viewed as generated by a binary dynamical system B. Now, the
dichotomic search algorithm deals with two systems: the encoding system D and the
dichotomic system B.
In this work in progress, we wish to describe the fine complexity (in number of
symbols) of the dichotomic search algorithm when it deals with random encoding
words, and then compare it to lower bounds coming from information theory.
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Abstract
Self-avoiding walks (SAWs) are being studied for long due to their importance and
the variety of fields they can be applied to. A relatively new subset of SAWs called
unfoldable SAWs has been discovered when multiple protein structure prediction
(PSP) software were used. Calculating the number of unfoldable SAWs is a tedious
job, especially that current supercomputers fail to count unfoldable SAWs of length
exceeding ≈ 30. In this paper, we propose a lower limit for the number of unfoldable
SAWs by studying a special subset called prudent SAWs which is easier to count.
The outcome of this work is proven theoretically and numerically.

1. Introduction
Self-avoiding walks (SAWs) are a widely applicable mathematical dilemma that has
been studied for many years now without reaching proper mathematical answers.
SAWs have various contexts of application in physics, chemistry, and biology [1].
Among other things, they are used to model polymers such as DNA, RNAs, and
proteins.
It is of great importance to identify the boundaries for some of SAWs’ difficult
attributes such as the number of n-step SAWs, their mean-square displacement, and
the so-called scaling limit [2]. Researchers have failed to propose an explicit formula
to predict any of the above attributes. Such formulas will help natural scientists in
solving some of their challenges such as those presented by the authors of [3].
Computer simulations are currently utilized to calculate the numerical values of
the above attributes, but due to the algorithm’s complexity, only small step SAWs
are being evaluated.
Various protein structure prediction (PSP) software are utilized to study SAWs
in protein structure context. Two main PSP software approaches are available, the
first iteratively stretches the conformation from one amino acid until a self-avoiding
walk (protein) with length n is achieved and the other iterates ±90◦ pivot moves on
an n-step straight line. It was shown in [4, 5, 6, 1] that the first PSP software can
reach all the n-step SAWs constituting Gn , while the second can only reach a subset
of Gn called the subset of n-step unfoldable self-avoiding walks fSAW(n). The subset
of Gn that is excluded using the second PSP software is called the subset of non
unfoldable SAWs.
In this paper, we study a special category of self-avoiding walks called ”prudent”
and prove that these walks are unfoldable. We will then investigate the number of
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n-step prudent walks for small values of n. Doing so, allows us to find a lower limit
for the number of unfolded SAWs.

2. Conclusion
Counting SAWs and unfoldable SAWs using ”Brute force” is tempting, but available
computational power lags far behind. We proved that prudent SAWs are unfoldable.
This proposition drastically enhances the capability of counting unfoldable SAWs
by proposing a lower limit which can be calculated since it is less computation
demanding.
In future work, we intend to investigate 3D lattices, by extending results obtained
previously to the third dimension. Artificial intelligence methods like genetic algorithms or particle swarm optimization will be used to determine at which length the
firsts non unfoldable self-avoiding walks occur. Formal series will be investigated too,
in order to obtain new theoretical ways to compute the cardinalities of such sets of
walks.
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Abstract
Bioinformatics has matured during the last 10 years and combines now many aspects
of algorithmics, combinatorics, and computer science. At the same time biomedical
research is becoming more and more data driven and many analysis need timely
analysis of genomic data. In addition, it is quite apparent that the available compute
infrastructure evolves towards the use of hardware acceleration in form of manycore systems that have large vector units. Consequently, we have to adapt our
algorithms and implementations such that they are able to take advantage of this
development and provide the tools for the new precision medicine. I will introduce
the research focus of my group, which is to bridge the gap between biomedical,
experimental researchers and the computer science community. The main focus
lies in the development of the C++ algorithms library SeqAn. I will talk about its
design and our roadmap to support vectorization and multi-core processing. I will
then exemplify the benefits using one well-known bioinformatics algorithm, pairwise
sequence alignment, and a novel work of my group introducing an efficient method
and implementation for constant time bidirectional search using FM-indices requiring
only the BWT and some small support data structures and point out what tools for
biomedical research can benefit from this.
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Abstract
An indeterminate or degenerate string x = x[1 . . n] on an alphabet Σ is a sequence
of non-empty subsets of Σ. Degenerate strings date back to the groundbreaking
paper of Fischer & Paterson [1]. This simple generalization of a regular string, from
letters to subsets of letters, arises naturally in diverse applications: in musicology,
for instance the problem of finding chords that match with single notes; search tasks
allowing for occurrence of errors such as with web interfaces and search engines;
bioinformatics activities including DNA sequence analysis and coding amino acids;
and cryptanalysis applications.
For regular or solid strings, the main approaches for computing all the occurrences
of a given nonempty pattern p = p[1 . . m] in a given nonempty text t = t[1 . . n] have
been window-shifting techniques, and applying the bit-parallel processing to achieve
fast processing – for expositions of classic string matching algorithms see [2]. More
recently the Burrows–Wheeler transform (BWT) has been tuned to this search task,
where all the occurrences of the pattern p can be found as a prefix of consecutive
rows of the BWT matrix, and these rows are determined using a backward search
process.
The degenerate pattern matching problem for degenerate strings p and t over
P(Σ) of length m and n respectively is the task of finding all the positions of all the
occurrences of p in t, that is, computing every j such that ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ |p| it holds that
p[i] ∩ t[i + j] 6= ∅.
Variants of degenerate pattern matching have recently been proposed. A degenerate string is said to be conservative if its number of non-solid letters is upper-bounded
by a fixed positive constant q. Crochemore et al. [3] considered the matching problem
of conservative degenerate strings and presented an efficient algorithm that can find,
for given degenerate strings p and t of total length n containing q non-solid letters
1
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in total, the occurrences of p in t in O(nq) time, i.e. linear in the size of the input.
Our novel contribution is to implement degenerate pattern matching by modifying
the existing Burrows–Wheeler pattern matching technique. Actually instead of
managing only one interval during the backward search the method consists of
managing several intervals at each step. This formalizes and extends the work
implemented in BWBBLE [4]. More specifically we give proofs of correctness of
the method and we show that adjacent intervals generated during the backward
can be safely merged. Given a degenerate string t of length n, searching for either
a degenerate or solid pattern p of length m in t is achieved in O(mn) time when
no restriction are imposed on p and t; in the conservative scenario with at most q
degenerate letters, the search complexity is O(qm2 ) – competitive for short patterns.
We also exhibit experimental results.
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Abstract
Normal sequences are sequences which generalize Sturmian sequences from a certain point of view.
Namely they are defined as satisfying a certain combinatorial property (i.e., all their bi-special factors
are normal). After stating basic results about their complexity and their returns words, we focus on
normal sequences of complexity 2n + 1. We show that an uncountable infinity of normal sequences
of complexity 2n + 1 with given letter frequencies can be generated by applying morphisms over
three letters according to multidimensional continuous fraction representations of frequencies.

Keywords
Continued fractions — Complexity 2n + 1 — S-adic systems

1. Introduction
Among the many characterizations and properties of Sturmian sequences (as discretized lines, codings of rotations, non-periodic sequences with the lowest complexity. . . ), let us recall that the language of a Sturmian sequence over alphabet {0, 1}
with (limit) 0-frequency α is that of the sequence obtained by
a

lim σ0a1 σ1a2 . . . σ0a2n σ1 2n+1 (0),

n→∞

0 → 0
0 → 01
, σ1 :
1 → 10
1 → 1
, i.e. (a1 , a2 , . . .) is the continued fraction representation of α. The

where σ0 and σ1 are the two morphisms defined as σ0 :
and α =

1
a1 +

1
1
a2 + ...

construction above, called S-adic system or expansion, gives us a way for generating
infinite sequences over two letters with given letter frequencies. Reciprocally, a
sequence with irrational letter frequencies has complexity (see below) at least n + 1.
In short, generating sequences over two letters with given letter frequencies and
low complexity is strongly related to continued fraction representations of these
frequencies.
A natural generalization consists in generating sequences with low complexity
and given letter frequencies over larger alphabets. In particular, one can show that
a sequence over three letters with rationally independent frequencies has at least
complexity 2n + 1 [1]. Several ways for generating sequences with complexity 2n + 1
are already known and have strong relations with continued fraction representations
of the letter frequencies. Let us mention Arnoux-Rauzy sequences [2] and codings of
three intervals exchanges [3], in particular codings of rotations [4]. More recently,
1
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authors of [5] studied a new combinatorial way of generating sequences of complexity
2n + 1 with given letter frequencies. In all these cases, sequences may be generated
from a finite number of morphisms (a S-adic system) where the sequence in which
these morphisms are applied relies on bidimensional continued fraction representations
of frequencies, generalizing in this sense the result about Sturmian sequences just
above.
We introduce here the notion of normal sequences, so-called because they contain
only normal bi-special factors (a bi-special factor of a sequence is a word of the
sequence which admit several continuations both to the left and to the right in
the sequence [6]). In particular, all the sequences referred to above are normal.
After establishing general results about complexity and return words of normal
sequences, we study the case of normal sequences with complexity 2n + 1. These
sequences have only three return words (over any letter or word). By considering
all their possible forms, we show that morphisms associated to these return words
have unimodular incidence matrices, except in a few degenerated cases which have
non inversible incidence matrices. These results imply (i) that normal sequences of
complexity 2n + 1 can be generated by iterating morphisms over three letters in
a way relying on bidimensional continued fraction algorithms and (ii) that the set
of normal sequences of complexity 2n + 1 with given rationally independent letter
frequencies is uncountable.

2. Notations and definitions
The cardinal of any finite set S is noted |S|. An alphabet A is a finite set of elements
called letters or symbols. We write
• An for the set of words of length n over A,
• A+ =

S∞

n=1 A

n

for the set of all non-empty finite words over A,

The length of a finite word w is noted |w|. We write |w|a for the number of occurrences
of symbol a in w.
Let u be an infinite sequence over A. We write Lu for the language of u, i.e., the
set of finite words occurring in u:
Lu = {w ∈ A+ | ∃i ∈ N such that w0 . . . w|w|−1 = ui . . . ui+|w|−1 },
which is by construction factorial and prolongeable. For a positive integer n, we put
Lnu for the the set of words of length n occurring in u, i.e.,
Lnu = Lu ∩ An .
A word belonging to Lu will be referred to as a factor of u. An infinite sequence is
recurrent if all its factors occur an infinite number of times, which makes its language
biprolongeable. The complexity of u is the map which associates all positive number
n with the number of words of length n occurring in u, i.e.,
pu (n) = |Lnu | .
Let w be a finite word. We write:
2
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• Eun (w) for the set of n-right extensions of w in u, i.e., the words of length n
occurring just after an occurrence of w in u:
→

Eun (w) = {t ∈ An | wt ∈ Lu };
←

• Eun (w) for the set of n-left extensions of w in u:
←

Eun (w) = {t ∈ An | tw ∈ Lu }.
→

A factor w is left-special (resp. right-special, bi-special) with regard to u if
←
→
←
> 1 (resp. Eu1 (w) > 1, both Eu1 (w) > 1 and Eu1 (w) > 1) [6].

Eu1 (w)

Remark 1. Let u be an infinite sequence. For all positive integers n, we have
X 

pu (n + 1) = pu (n) +

→



Eu1 (w) − 1 .

w∈Ln
u

3. Normal sequences
A factor w ∈ Lu is normal if it verifies
X



→



→

Eu1 (aw) − 1 = Eu1 (w) − 1.

←

a∈Eu1 (w)

Note that if u is recurrent, any factor of u which is not bi-special is normal by
construction. An infinite sequence u is normal if all its factors are normal.
Proposition 1. If an infinite sequence u is normal then we have that for all factors
w ∈ Lu and for all positive integers n,
X



→



→

Eu1 (vw) − 1 = Eu1 (w) − 1.

←

v∈Eun (w)

Corollary 1. Let u be an infinite normal sequence. There exists a nonnegative
integer S, which will be referred to as the increment of u, such that for all positive
integers n
pu (n) = Sn + |A| − S.
For all w ∈ Lu , a return word over w in u is a factor v of u which occurs
at a position i such that i and i + |v| − 1 are two successive occurrences of w in
u. If R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn } is a finite set of return words over an alphabet A, the
morphism associated to R is the map ρ : {1, 2, . . . , n} → A+ defined by ρ(i) = ri for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Theorem 1. If u is a normal sequence of increment S then for all factors w ∈ Lu ,
there are exactly S + 1 return words over w.

3
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This theorem slightly generalizes a result of [7] which states that a sequence u
with complexity Sn + 1 containing no weak bi-special special factor has S + 1 return
words over any w ∈ Lu (sequences with affine complexity and no weak bi-special
are normal). We also refer to [8] for a characterization of Sturmian sequences with
return words.
The main interest in normal sequences stands in the following result.
Theorem 2. If u is a normal sequence of increment S then, for all w ∈ Lu , u is
the image by the morphism associated to its S + 1 return words over w of a normal
sequence of increment S over an alphabet of cardinality S + 1, up to a finite prefix.
Reciprocally, if R is the set of return words of a normal sequence of increment
S and u a normal sequence of increment S with complexity Sn + 1 then the image
of u by all morphisms defined by bijections from the alphabet of u to R is a normal
sequence of increment S.

4. Morphisms and frequencies
For a finite or infinite sequence u over A and a letter a in A, we put fu (a) for the
(limit) frequency of a in u, if it exists.
Lemma 1. Let u and v be two infinite sequences over alphabets A and B respectively.
By assuming that letter frequencies exist for u and that there is a morphism σ : B →
A+ such that u = σ(v), we have that, for all symbols a ∈ A,
min
x∈B

|σ(x)|a
|σ(x)|a
≤ fu (a) ≤ max
,
x∈B |σ(x)|
|σ(x)|

and, for all pairs (a, b) ∈ A2 ,
minx∈B,|σ(x)|a +|σ(x)|b >0 |σ(x)|a
maxx∈B,|σ(x)|a +|σ(x)|b >0 |σ(x)|a
fu (a)
≤
≤
.
maxx∈B,|σ(x)|a +|σ(x)|b >0 |σ(x)|b
fu (b)
minx∈B,|σ(x)|a +|σ(x)|b >0 |σ(x)|b

5. Normal sequences of complexity 2n + 1
Let us first recall that limit frequencies of letters always exist for sequences of
complexity 2n + 1 [9].
The graph of words of length n, a.k.a. the De Bruijn graph of order n, of a
sequence u is the directed graph of vertex set Lnu (i.e., the words of length n of u)
and where there is an edge from v to w if there is a word in Ln+1
of which v is prefix
u
and w is suffix. Figure 1 displays graphs of words of length 1 of sequences with
complexity 2n + 1, thus with 3 vertices and 5 edges.
Proposition 2. The graph of words of length 1 of a sequence u of complexity 2n + 1
(not necessarily normal) is up to renaming its letters, one of those displayed in Figure
1. The letter frequencies satisfy the following relations.
• For graph 1, we have fu (a) < min{fu (b), fu (c)}.
• For graph 2, we have fu (b) < fu (a) < fu (c).
4
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Figure 1. Graphs of words of length 1 of sequences of complexity 2n + 1.

• For graph 3, we have fu (c) < fu (a) < fu (b).
• For graphs 4 and 5, we have fu (a) > max{fu (b), fu (c)}.
• For graph 6, we have fu (c) < fu (a) < fu (b) + fu (c).
• For graph 7, we have fu (b) = fu (c).
We will say that a sequence of complexity 2n + 1 is of type 1, 2. . . if its graph of
words of length 1 is the graph 1, 2. . . of Figure 1 respectively.
The incidence matrix of a morphism σ : B → A is the A × B matrix where entry
(a, x) is |σ(x)|a , i.e. the number of occurrence of a in the image of x (see below for
an example).
Theorem 3. Incidence matrices of morphisms associated to return words over letters
of normal sequences of complexity 2n + 1 of types 1 to 6 are unimodular (i.e., have
determinants 1 or −1). Those associated to return words over letters of normal
sequences of complexity 2n + 1 of type 7 are not inversible.
The theorem is proved by considering all the possible return words over letters of
normal sequences of complexity 2n + 1 of all types. In order to give an idea of the
proof, let us display all the return words of sequences of type 1. Namely, if u is a
normal sequence of complexity 2n + 1 of type 1, we have that
• its return words over a are one of the following sets
– abk c` , abk c`+1 , abk+1 c` ,
– abk c` , abk c`+1 , abk+1 c`+1 ,
5
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– abk+1 c` , abk+1 c`+1 , abk c` ,
– abk+1 c` , abk+1 c`+1 , abk c`+1 ,
• its return words over b are
– b, bc` a, bc`+1 a
• its return words over c are
– c, cabk , cabk+1
where, from Lemma 1, k =

j

fu (b)
fu (a)

k

and ` =

j

fu (c)
fu (a)

k

;

The incidence matrix of the morphism associated to {abk c` , abk c`+1 , abk+1 c` } is




1
1
1


k
k
k
+
1 .

` `+1
`
It is basic to check that its determinant is −1 and so it is for the other morphisms of
type 1 and those of other types except the ones of type 7.
Theorem 4. Let (fu (a), fu (b), fu (c)) be a frequency vector of rational independent
entries. The set of normal sequences of complexity 2n + 1 with letter frequencies
fu (a), fu (b) and fu (c) is uncountable.
Let us sketch how to iteratively generate normal sequences of complexity 2n + 1
with given frequencies (fu (a), fu (b), fu (c)). By possibly permuting entries of this frequency vector, it satisfies at least a relation associated with types given in Proposition
2. Next, we pick a letter among a, b and c and a morphism among those associated
to this letter for a type consistent with frequencies. From Theorem 2, if there exists
a normal sequences of complexity 2n + 1 with these frequencies, it is the image by
the chosen morphism of return words of another normal sequence of complexity
2n + 1 with frequencies obtained by applying the inverse of the incidence matrix of
the morphism to the initial frequency vector and renormalizing. Assuming that the
frequencies are rationally independent just ensures that the degenerate case (i.e., a
sequence of type 7) is never encountered thus this incidence matrix is well inversible.
By iterating this process infinitely, we eventually get an infinite sequence with the
desired complexity and frequencies. The incidence matrices of the morphisms provide
a multidimensional continuous fraction representation of the frequencies [10, 5]. The
set of sequences which can be generated from this way is not countable since at
each iteration one can choose the type and/or the morphism to be applied among
several alternatives leading to sequences with different languages. Note that the way
we used for generated normal sequences is not in general a S-adic system, since all
the morphisms are over three letters but an infinite number of morphisms can be
involved in the construction.
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Abstract
Le design multiple (positif) d’Acides RiboNucléiques (ARN), appelé ici MultiDesign, est un problème de génération aléatoire, introduit par zu Siederdissen et al [1],
dont le but final est une conception rationalisée d’ARN synthétiques aux propriétés
cinétiques programmables. La génération aléatoire est de popularité croissante pour
le design d’ARN [2, 3], où elle permet la production rapide d’un grand nombre de
séquences fortement divergentes. En évitant les biais systématiques, elle autorise
l’application de filtrages a posteriori, selon des critères difficiles à exprimer algorithmiquement. Les séquences engendrées font alors l’objet d’un raffinement par
des approches de type recherche locale [4], par exemple afin de limiter l’existence
de repliements alternatifs stables (design négatif). L’algorithme proposé par [1] est
exponentiel dans le cas au pire, ce sans justification théorique, motivant une étude
combinatoire plus approfondie du problème.
Une instance de MultiDesign consiste en la taille n de l’ARN à concevoir, et
d’un ensemble S = {S1 , · · · , Sk } de structures secondaires, chacune assimilable à
un ensemble de paires de bases {(i, j) ∈ [1, n]2 | i < j}. L’objectif de MultiDesign
consiste à tirer aléatoirement (quasi) uniformément une séquence w ∈ {A, C, G, U}n ,
compatible avec chacune des S ∈ S selon les règles d’appariements dites Watson/Crick
et Wobble, telles que (wi , wj ) ∈ {(A, U), (U, A), (C, G), (G, C), (U, G), (G, U)} pour tout
(i, j) ∈ S. On s’intéresse en outre au problème d’énumération associé, visant à calculer
le nombre #Designs(n, S) de séquences compatibles avec l’instance donnée.
On remarque que l’instance du problème peut être représentée, sans perte de
généralité, par le graphe (non-dirigé) de compatibilité Gn,S , dont les nœuds sont
les éléments de [1, n], et dont les arêtes sont les paires de bases dans S. Le degré
d’un nœud dans Gn,S est alors borné par k le nombre de structures secondaire. On
remarque enfin que les designs obtenus sur les différentes composantes fortement
connexes du graphe sont indépendantes, et peuvent donc être traitées séparément,
tant pour la génération aléatoire que pour l’énumération des designs compatibles.
Notre résultat principal établit que, pour tout ensemble de structures secondaires
induisant un graphe biparti connexe Gn,S , l’ensemble des designs compatibles est, à
1
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une symétrie près (A ↔ C, G ↔ U), en bijection avec les ensembles stables de Gn,S .
On en déduit que :
#Designs(Gn,S ) = 2 × #Stables(Gn,S ).
(1)
Ce lien direct est assez surprenant, car il repose de façon critique sur les paires de bases
valides, celles-ci étant choisies, non pas pour leur propriétés combinatoires, mais pour
leur stabilité thermodynamique. Il est riche de conséquences, parmi lesquelles : a) la
#P-difficulté du calcul de #Designs(Gn,S ) pour un nombre arbitraire de structures ;
b) son approximabilité dans un facteur garanti arbitraire en temps polynomial
(existence d’un FPTAS) quand |S| ≤ 5 [5] ; c) la difficulté de son approximation
dès que |S| ≥ 6, alors équivalente à celle de #Stables sur des graphes bipartis
arbitraires [6] ; d) la NP-complétude (conjecturée) de MultiDesign.
Il motive enfin des études plus fines de #Designs sur des structures simples. En
effet, Flamm et al [7] montrent que tout graphe Gn,{S,S 0 } associé à deux structures
S et S 0 admet une décomposition en chemins et cycles de longueurs paires, et admet
alors toujours au moins une séquence compatible. On peut alors compléter cette
étude, en démontrant que, pour les chemins Pn de taille n et les cycles Cn (n pair), on
a #Designs(Pn ) = 2 · Fn+2 et #Designs(Cn ) = 2 · Fn + 4 · Fn−1 respectivement, où Fn
est le n-ième nombre de Fibonacci. Il s’ensuit que, pour tout graphe G décomposable
en des ensembles P et C de chemins et cycles pairs respectivement, #Designs admet
une forme close :

 

#Designs(G) =

Q

P ∈P

2 · F|P |+2 ×

Q

C∈C

2 · F|C| + 4 · F|C|−1 .

(2)
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Abstract
Motivation
Lately, long read sequencing technologies, referred to as Third Generation Sequencing,
(TGS, Pacific Bioscience [1] and Nanopore [2]) have brought the opportunity to
sequence full-length RNA molecules. In doing so they relax the constraint of transcript
reconstruction prior to study complete RNA transcripts. By avoiding limitations of
previous technologies, [3, 4] and giving access to the trancripts structure, they might
contribute to complement and improve transcriptomes studies. This is particularly
crucial for non model species where assembly was required. Many biological questions
(finding gene signatures for a trait, finding expressed variants...)[5, 6] are classically
addressed using transcriptome sequencing. However, this gain in length is at the cost
of a computationally challenging error rate (up to 15%) that disqualifies previous
short-reads methods. In this work we propose to support the analysis of RNA long
read sequencing with a clustering method that works at the gene level. It enables to
group transcripts that emerged from a same gene. From the clusters, the expression
of each gene is obtained and related transcripts are identified, even when no reference
is available.
Problem statement
Within a long reads data set, our goal is to identify for each gene the whole set of reads
that come from its expression without the help of a reference genome or transcriptome.
This problem can be computationally formalized as a community detection problem,
where a community (also referred to as a cluster) is the population of reads coming
from a same gene. Communities are densely connected groups of nodes, although
there exists no rigorous shared definition. Our application problem is non trivial and
specific for three reasons: 1-in eukaryotes, it is common that alternative spliced and
transcriptional variants (called isoforms) which differ in exon content occur for a given
gene. In this case we want alternative transcripts to be grouped in a same cluster; 2long reads currently suffer from high error rates and computationally challenging
error profiles with a majority of indels errors; 3- all genes are not expressed at the
same level in the cell, which leads to an heterogeneous coverage in reads of the
different genes, then to communities of different sizes including small ones. This can
be a hurdle for community detection.
1
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Previous works
The problem in itself is not new, it dates back before the advent of NGS, with
Sanger sequencing and the necessity to cluster ESTs. However these methods were
tailored to work with lower scalabilty challenges due to the scarcity of data, and a far
less important error rate than with current long reads. The concept of community
detection is a natural way of depicting our problem. Due to the ambiguity of the
community definition, a plethora of methods have been proposed for their detection.
Moreover this problem has appeared in many disciplines, taking many slightly
different forms according to the application domain. The first approach that brought
an important contribution is an algorithm based on modularity. Other methods
were then proposed as improvements, in particular methods relaxing the definition
of communities as objects that can overlap, such as the Clique Percolation Method
(CPM) [7].
Contribution
Our algorithm is based on the concept of clustering coefficient and we formalize our
problem as finding communities such that a community is a connected component
in the graph of similarity having a clustering coefficient above a fixed cutoff θ, and
such that communities are disjoint sets. An optimal clustering in k communities is
a minimal k-cut of the graph, that is, a set of k disjoint subsets of reads such that
the set of edges between two different subsets has minimal size. We then implement
heuristics that approximate a result of this problem. They are implemented in
a tool dubbed CARNAC-LR (Clustering coefficient-based Acquisition of RNA
Communities in Long Reads), integrated into a pipeline. The input is a set of long
reads and the output is a file with reads indexes grouped in one line per cluster. Our
approach is compared to state of the art algorithms to detect communities. We then
show its relevance on a real data set issued from mouse brain transcriptome.
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Abstract
The recent rise of long read sequencing technologies allows the solving of assembly problems for
large and complex genomes. However, despite the fact that they can reach lengths of tens of kbps,
these long reads are very noisy, and can reach an error rate as high as 30%, involving mandatory error
correction. However, as the vast majority of these errors are insertions and deletions, classical error
correction tools developed for short reads, which mainly focus on substitution errors, are not effective
for correcting long reads. Therefore, several new methods specifically designed for long read error
correction have recently been developed. In particular, NaS, instead of locally correcting the long
reads, proposes to use them as templates in order to produce assemblies of related accurate short
reads, and use them as corrections. Following this idea, we introduce HG-CoLoR, a new tool for the
production of such corrected long reads, that gets rid of the need to align the short reads against
each other, which is the bottleneck from NaS. Indeed, HG-CoLoR focuses on a seed-and-extend
approach based on a enhanced de Bruijn graph built from the short reads. Our experiments show
that, while producing comparable results both in terms of length and accuracy of the corrected long
reads, HG-CoLoR is several orders of magnitude faster than NaS, and also yields better assembly
results than other state-of-the-art long read hybrid error correction methods. HG-CoLoR is available
from https://github.com/pierre-morisse/HG-CoLoR.

Keywords
NGS — long reads — correction — assembly

1. Introduction
Since a few years, long read sequencing technologies are being developed, and allow
the solving of assembly problems for large and complex genomes that were, until then,
unsolvable with the use of short reads sequencing technologies alone. However, even
though long reads can reach lengths of tens of kbps, they also can reach an error rate
as high as 30%, the vast majority of the errors being insertions and deletions. Due
to this high error rate, correcting these long reads before using them to efficiently
solve assembly problems is mandatory. Many methods are available for short read
correction, but these methods are not applicable to long reads, on the one hand
because of their much higher error rate, and on the other hand, because most of the
error correction tools for short reads focus on substitution errors, the dominant error
type in Illumina data, whereas insertions and deletions are more common in long reads.

1
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Related works
Recently, several methods for long read correction have been developed. These methods can be divided into two main categories: either the long reads are selfcorrected by
aligning them against each other, or either a hybrid strategy is adopted, in which the
long reads are corrected with the help of accurate short reads. de Bruijn graph based
methods, in which the long reads are mapped on the graph according to their solid
k-mers (i.e. k-mers that appear more than a certain number of times), and erroneous
regions corrected by traversing its paths, also started to develop recently, both in
the hybrid and non-hybrid case. NaS [1] however, instead of locally correcting the
long reads, uses them as templates to produce corrected long reads from assemblies
of related accurate short reads. The short reads are mapped both on the long reads,
and against each other, in order to associate a subset of related short reads to each
long read. Each subset is then assembled, and the obtained contig is used as the
correction of the associated long read.

Contribution
We introduce HG-CoLoR, a new long read hybrid error correction method that
combines both the main idea from NaS to use long reads as templates and the use
of a graph in order to get rid of the time consuming step of aligning all the short
reads against each other. HG-CoLoR indeed focuses on a seed-and-extend approach
where the seeds, which are short reads that align correctly to the long reads, are
used as anchor points on a graph that is traversed in order to link them together
and to produce the corrected long reads. This graph, built from the short reads,
is actually an enhanced version of the classical de Bruijn graph, and is further described in Section 2. Our experiments show that, while producing comparable results,
HG-CoLoR is several orders of magnitude faster than NaS and also yields better
assembly results than other state-of-the-art long read hybrid error correction methods.

2. Methods
Enhanced de Bruijn graph
As previously mentioned, the graph used by HG-CoLoR is an enhanced version of
the de Bruijn graph. Just like the classical de Bruijn graph, its nodes are defined as
the k-mers from the reads, and its main interest is to be able to compute overlaps of
variable lengths between the k-mers, without needing to construct multiple graphs for
different orders of k, in order to reduce both memory consumption and construction
runtime. Moreover, to further reduce memory consumption, it does not need to be
explicitly built. Indeed, indexing the set of k-mers with PgSA [2] and querying the
index allows to easily navigate through the different nodes of the graph. For better
understanding, a simple enhanced de Bruijn graph is shown in Figure 1.

Overview
HG-CoLoR, like NaS, aims to use erroneous long reads as templates, instead of locally
correcting them. However, its main objective is to get rid of the time consuming
2
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Figure 1. A simple enhanced de Bruin graph, built from the three following reads:

AAGCTTAC, CTTACGTA, GTATACTG, with a k-mer size of 6, and allowing
overlaps of minimum length 3. Numbers on the edges of the graph represent the
lengths of the overlaps between the k-mers.
step of reads recruiting, that requires the mapping of all the short reads against
each other. To do so, it focuses on a seed-and-extend approach that follows the
following workflow. First, the short reads are corrected with the help of QuorUM
[3] in order to get rid of as much sequencing errors as possible. Then, all the solid
k-mers from the corrected short reads are extracted with KMC3 [4] and indexed with
PgSA, to allow the traversal of the enhanced de Bruijn graph. A filtration step is
applied to the corrected short reads, and those containing weak k-mers (i.e. k-mers
that appear less than a certain number of times) are removed, to further reduce the
error rate, and ease the processing during the next steps. Usually, only about 1% of
the short reads are thus filtered out. The so filtered corrected short reads are then
aligned to the long reads with the help of BLASR [5], in order to find seeds. Each
long read is then considered as a template, and processed independently. For each
of them, the graph is traversed in order to extend and link together the associated
seeds, used as anchor points. The previous filtration process has no strong impact on
the number of reads aligned by BLASR, nor on the runtime, and is only performed
to avoid bad seeds and impossible linkings during this step. Then, the tips of the
sequence obtained after linking together all the seeds are extended in both directions
by traversing the graph, to reach the initial template’s borders. Finally, the corrected
long read is output. HG-CoLoR’s workflow is summarized in Figure 2.

3. Experimental results
We compare HG-CoLoR against NaS, and also against two other state-of-the-art
hybrid error correction methods, namely CoLoRMap [6] and Jabba [7]. We compare the results both in terms of alignment identity of the produced corrected long
reads, and in terms of quality of the assemblies that could be generated from these
reads. Datasets are presented in Table 1, and results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.
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Figure 2. HG-CoLoR’s workflow.
Dataset
A. baylyi
E. coli
S. cerevisae

Reference genome
Strain
Reference sequence
ADP1
CR543861
K-12 substr. MG1655
NC 000913
S288C
NC 001133-001148

Genome size
3.6 Mbp
4.6 Mbp
12.2 Mbp

Oxford Nanopore data
# Reads Average length Coverage
89,011
4,284
106x
22,270
5,999
29x
205,923
5,698
96x

# Reads
900,000
775,500
2,500,000

Illumina data
Read length Coverage
250
50x
300
50x
250
50x

Table 1. Description of the datasets used in the experiments.
Dataset

A. baylyi

E. coli

S. cerevisae

Method
Original
CoLoRMap
Jabba
NaS
HG-CoLoR
Original
CoLoRMap
Jabba
NaS
HG-CoLoR
Original
CoLoRMap
Jabba
NaS
HG-CoLoR

# Reads
89,011
89,011
17,476
28,492
25,436
22,270
22,270
22,065
22,144
21,969
205,923
205,923
36,958
85,432
75,036

Average length
4,284
4,355
10,260
9,530
11,619
5,999
6,219
5,794
8,307
6,125
5,698
5,737
6,613
6,770
6,991

Cumulatize size
381,365,755
387,609,994
179,309,738
271,526,778
295,536,234
133,607,392
138,489,144
127,848,525
183,958,832
134,553,723
1,173,389,509
1,181,298,941
244,402,749
578,351,588
524,598,779

Average identity
70.09%
67.93%
99.40%
99.83%
99.70%
79.46%
89.02%
99.81%
99.86%
99.80%
55.49%
39.93%
99.55%
99.16%
98.81%

Genome coverage
100%
100%
99.80%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99.41%
100%
100%
99.90%
99.40%
93.21%
99.37%
99.47%

Runtime
N/A
14h33min
12min30
128h55min
1h59min
N/A
8h26min
12min56
81h30min
1h17min
N/A
37h36min
44min05
11h45min

Table 2. Statistics of the long reads, before and after correction by the different

tools. NaS runtime is omitted for the S. cerevisae dataset because the results did
not compute in 16 days. NaS corrected reads for this dataset were obtained from the
Genoscope’s website.
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Dataset
A. baylyi

E. coli

S. cerevisae

Method
CoLoRMap
Jabba
NaS
HG-CoLoR
CoLoRMap
Jabba
NaS
HG-CoLoR
CoLoRMap
Jabba
NaS
HG-CoLoR

# Reads
89,011
17,476
28,492
25,436
22,270
22,065
22,144
21,969
205,923
36,958
85,432
75,036

Coverage
108x
50x
75x
82x
30x
28x
40x
29x
98x
20x
48x
43x

# Expected contigs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
16
16
16
16

# Obtained contigs

Genome coverage

13
1
1
29
41
1
1

89.43%
100%
99.99%
97,74%
95.76%
100%
100%

134
122
81

70.52%
96.72%
96.11%

Table 3. Assembly statistics of the long reads corrected by the different tools. All

assemblies were generated by Canu [8], without the correction and trimming steps.
CoLoRMap results are ommitted for the A. baylyi and S. cerevisae datasets, because
Canu did not manage to assemble the sets of corrected long reads.
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Abstract
Third-generation long-read sequencing technologies tackle the repeat problem in
genome assembly by producing reads that are long enough to span most repeat
instances. In principle one expects that with such reads most bacterial genomes will
be assembled into a single contig [1]. However in practice, some datasets fail to be
perfectly assembled even with leading assemblers, and are fragmented into a handful
of contigs. As a mean to investigate those cases, we consider the string graphs that
are generated by assemblers during intermediate stages of the assembly process. We
seek to establish a coherent framework for analyzing these graphs, in the hope that
they will help us determine the biological causes that led the assembler to output
shorter contigs.
In this presentation we will describe prelimilary work in visualizing, analyzing and
comparing assembly graphs generated by Canu [2] and Minimap/Miniasm assemblers
[3]. We introduce the concept of graph projection of an assembly graph onto another,
taking advantage of the recent GFA format (Figure 1, 3). We further designed a
procedure to extract subgraphs for every pair of reads that belong to different contig
extremities. We are thus able to pin-point the location and context of contig breaks,
which is a first step towards automated analysis of assembly graphs.
We implemented an automatic and user-friendly snakemake pipeline that generates
a HTML report for each assembly. We identified cases of contigs that were not
joined by the assembler despite indications in the string graph that such joins could
have been made. These cases highlight potential directions on how to improve the
assembly process. In future work we will take advantage of this investigation to
propose alternative assembly hypotheses based on string graph analysis.
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Figure 1. Example of graph projection of Canu BOG against

Minimap/Miniasm PAF on a synthetic sets of reads from Terriglobulus
Roseus. 1) The Canu BOG (Best Overlap Graph) contains all confident overlaps
between reads according to Canu. 2) The Minimap/Miniasm PAF (Pairwise
Alignement Format) contains significant similarities between all reads. We filtered
the PAF to display only suffix-prefix read overlaps. Conceptually, the Canu BOG
can be seen as a subgraph of the Minimap/Miniasm PAF, assuming
Minimap/Miniasm is as sensitive as Canu’s overlapper. 3) The projection of
connected components A (cyan), B (purple), C (red) of the PAF onto the BOG.
This projection shows that i) the junction between contig A and C (red dotted
circle) looks like a repetition ii) the junction between contig C and B (red circle)
can’t be easily explained.
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Abstract
Genome scientists commonly turn a blind eye to heterozygosity and aim to reconstruct
a non-redundant haploid genome. As a result, most short-read assembly tools available to
date are incapable of resolving diploid or polyploid genomes. Theoretically, the use of
third-generation sequencing reads of great lengths (such as those produced by the PacBio
and Nanopore technologies) should solve the problem of diploid/polyploid genome
assembly and produce chromosome-scale contigs with minimal computational effort, but is
it really the case?
To find out whether current genome sequencing approaches geared towards long reads
are able to disentangle complex diploid/polyploid genomes, I applied a range of diverse
methods to assemble PacBio reads generated from a complex degenerate tetraploid
genome exhibiting genomic palindromes and allelic colinearity breakpoints [1]. In this ca.
244-Mb genome, the divergence level between alleles is about 3% vs. about 15%
divergence between ohnologs. Among the programs I tested (ABruijn [2], CANU [3],
Falcon [4], Falcon-unzip [4], miniasm [5], MIRA [6], SMRTdenovo [7]), most produced
assemblies that did not reflect the complex structure of the genome: repeated regions
(including palindrome arms) were collapsed, resulting in assemblies much smaller than
expected. Although Falcon-unzip aims explicitly to solve the heterozygous assembly
problem, it did not better than other tools on this dataset. Surprisingly, the only assembly
with a size close to the expected genome size (albeit not the one with the largest N50) was
obtained using MIRA, an assembler primarily developed to assemble bacterial genomes
(which are all haploid).
This suggests that most assemblers make unrealistically simple assumptions on the
structure of the genome they are trying to assemble, and that even long reads are not
enough to circumvent such hard-coded expectations. Hence, the real panacea of genome
assembly will likely not come from long reads alone but will require a shift in paradigm
when designing assemblers: rather than aiming for the highest possible N50, they should
aim to produce assemblies that reflect faithfully the structure of the genome.
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